Adjusting morbidity ratios in two communities using risk factor prevalence in cases.
Available data on cancer incidence for 1969-1971 showed statistically elevated rates for breast cancer in St. Louis Park, Minnesota, a community with creosote contamination of the water supply, when compared with the rest of the Minneapolis-St. Paul area taken as the reference population. In order to assess the effect of other known risk factors for breast cancer, 75 persons with breast cancer in each of the two populations were interviewed to obtain frequencies of known risk factors. An adjusted morbidity ratio in the two populations and an expected case rate in the exposed community were calculated from these frequencies, using relative risk values from the medical literature. The adjusted morbidity ratio was less than 1.0, and the observed rate was almost identical to the new expectation, although the age-adjusted rates alone had suggested a significant difference in incidence. This method makes use of relative risks from published studies rather than those associated with local cases and controls. It allows more refined evaluation of differences in cancer rates between communities than can be provided by age- and sex-specific calculations alone, and may allow use of available statistics in situations where cost, temporal considerations, or population size do not favor large new studies.